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The rapid pace and geographic breadth of technology in-
novation; the rapidity and volume of international trade; 
globalized business practices from outsourcing to offshor-
ing and supply-chaining; the atomization of government 
interests and bureaucratic organization; and the inherent 
inability of governments to act at the speed of 21st-century 
commerce: these are but a few factors negatively influenc-
ing our ability to manage the lengthening global prolifera-
tion supply chain. The net result has been the global dif-
fusion of the “means of production” of weapons of mass 

destruction (WMD) at the very moment that the traditional instruments of control are being chal-
lenged by downward budgetary pressures in government, complex cost-benefit calculations by political 
leaders, and a rapid evolution of the nature and modalities of the proliferation threat.

These realities necessitate the advent of new approaches that better match and ultimately defeat emerg-
ing avenues for proliferation threats. Governments can no longer be solitary nonproliferation activists. 

The end of the last millennium brought with it a host of challenges that transcend national borders and 
institutional and conceptual boundaries: 9/11 and the rise of non-state actors, global disease pandemics, 
economic crises, and climate change. Globalization has clearly yielded a more uncertain and potentially 
dangerous world. A rapid increase in the movement of goods and people around the world has fueled 
a concomitant rise in illicit trade and a surge in profits to global gray and black markets. In 2012 the 
United Nations (UN) Secretary General’s report noted that while over 500 million maritime containers 
move around the world every year, accounting for 90 percent of international trade, only 2 percent of 
these containers are physically inspected for contraband on an annual basis.1 In 2009, the UN Office on 
Drugs and Crime (UNODC) estimated that transnational organized crime generates $870 billion a year, 
an amount equal to 1.5 percent of the global gross domestic product and six times the amount of official 
development assistance.2 More recent estimates put this number even higher, at closer to $3 trillion annu-
ally.3 Cybercrime, for which private industry bears most of the cost, is also surging. Cyber activities have 
increased by 26 percent since 2012, and reportedly now cost victims $11.56 million per year.4 And suc-
cessive reports by the UN Sanctions Committees on North Korea and Iran demonstrate the widespread 
exploitation of private industry as both a witting and unwitting facilitator of proliferation.5

For security analysts, the conclusion is clear: globalization has made the world a far less safe and predi-
cable place. Yet these grand challenges resulting from globalization have also yielded heretofore un-
imagined technological, economic, and development opportunities in virtually every corner of the 
globe. For instance, thanks in large measure to globalization, extreme poverty has declined signifi-
cantly over the last two decades. In 1990, nearly half of the population in the developing world lived on 
less than $1.25 a day. Today, that proportion has dropped to just 14 percent – the largest mass migration 
from poverty in human history.6 For most of the planet’s population, globalization and technology dif-
fusion are rightly celebrated as truly life-changing – and in many cases life-saving – phenomena. 

Of course, it is not merely a change in access to the spoils of globalization that has, to varying degrees, 
revolutionized life in virtually every corner of the planet. We have also witnessed a fundamental evolution 
in the character and drivers of these trends. Today, the engine of opportunity and prosperity no longer 
depends on government action. A central defining aspect of globalization is the diversion of power away 
from the nation-state and into the hands of a wider range of actors. Among these, and in the modern 
economy, the growth and influence of private industry cannot be understated. Consider that:

For security analysts, 
the conclusion is clear: 
globalization has made 
the world a far less safe 
and predicable place.
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• In the 1960s, nearly 70 percent of all money flowing from the 
United States to the developing world was official develop-
ment assistance; today, more than 80 percent comes from 
private sources.7

• Globally, private investment flows to developing countries 
are more than five times higher than formal government aid.8 

• More than 90 percent of jobs in the world are now in the pri-
vate sector,9 a significant change from several decades earlier 
when public-sector employment constituted almost half of all 
employment in certain regions.10

• Walmart, the world’s most profitable company in 2015, ranks 
as the 28th-largest economy in the world, behind Norway 
and above Austria.11

The breadth of industry influence demonstrates that without 
harnessing the wealth of interests, capabilities, and resources of 
the private sector, governments will inevitably lose the struggle 
against criminal elements which more dexterously exploit the 
seams of the global economy for their own political or self-interests. Here, the field of critical infra-
structure development is instructive: Macroeconomic reports indicate that the international mar-
ketplace in critical infrastructure protection is expected to grow to more than $105 billion by 2018.12 
Overall, global infrastructure investment needs, most of which are in developing countries, will total 
upwards of $57 trillion.13 In the coming decades, therefore, decisions made by corporations in the in-
frastructure, technology, security, and defense sectors will dominate developed and emerging regions’ 
ability to flourish by building resilient societies that can withstand the pressures from a wide range of 
security and development challenges – including climate change, transnational crime, disease, terror-
ism, and the proliferation of dangerous technologies. Depending upon their flavor, those decisions will 
make governmental security and development objectives easier or more difficult. 

Even as nefarious private actors exploit the opportunities afforded by globalization, virtually no chal-
lenge that transcends international borders can be solved by any government in isolation – nor by any 
like-minded consortium of governments. Likewise, legitimate companies also see that the dark side of 
globalization not only threatens broad social values, but challenges corporate interests. This provides 
for the easy alignment of governmental and corporate objectives. If harnessed appropriately, private 
industry can become an overwhelming force for good in the modern economy – provided we can more 
effectively identify this overlap between government objectives and corporate interests.

In short, the scale and complexity of the global drug trade, transnational organized crime, cyber-in-
security, and, perhaps most distressingly, the proliferation of WMD necessitate new approaches that 
eschew the traditional mechanisms of prevention with more flexible engagements and an entirely new 
consortium of public and private interests. By better aligning social value with corporate interests, po-
tent new mutually beneficial instruments can be developed that build and sustain a more peaceful and 
prosperous world. 

Private industry 
can become an 
overwhelming 
force for good in 
the modern econ-
omy – provided we 
can more effec-
tively identify this 
overlap between 
government objec-
tives and corporate 
interests.
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Public-Private-Sector Partnerships: Then and Now
Over the course of the last decade, the US government rhetoric regarding the need to build a cadre of 
business partners to promote American interests around the world has proliferated. Recognizing the 
limitations of government’s reach in the modern era, the president’s National Security Strategy explic-
itly calls upon the executive branch to work with industry in developing new so-called public-private 
partnerships – a voluntary interaction between governments and nongovernment entities where one or 
both parties draw upon the expertise of the other. The influence of the private sector has grown, and 
the need for industry to play a key role in meeting global challenges has increased, but despite these ef-
forts the relationship between the private and public sectors has become more distant and contentious.

This is a very different narrative compared to the Cold War era, during which American industry tai-
lored business models to support key US strategic objectives. For example, following World War II, the 
aerospace, defense, and security sectors, along with other segments of private industry, intensified their 
relationships with government clients to jointly identify national security needs and design profitable 
operational plans to address them. These innovative partnerships not only built up the US military to 
global supremacy, they helped to put humans on the moon, and they generated game-changing tech-
nological spinoffs to the civilian sector by connecting the world through the Internet, promoting the 
development of semiconductors, and introducing GPS technologies.

Project Apollo, carried out by the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), is a case in 
point. The enormous scale of this national initiative, as well as the novel technological challenges associ-
ated with it, meant that the government had to rely heavily on private-sector innovation for its implemen-
tation from 1969-1972. The result was that with few exceptions, much of the flight hardware was built by 
private-sector companies. Private companies even operated missions. The government’s role was geared 
toward program planning, preparing guidelines for execution, and overseeing the work accomplished. 
In short, the public and the private sector leveraged one another’s strengths as NASA’s relationship with 
industry was oriented toward a mutually beneficial partnership serving the greater public interest.14 At 
least in the case of space exploration, the need for a renewed public-private partnership was recognized.15

Examples of sustainable public-private partnerships that yield mutual benefit extend well beyond the 
immediate realm of international security. The US Green Building Council, a not-for-profit organiza-
tion, successfully established a set of standards for environmentally friendly building projects termed 
LEED, or Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design. To use the LEED brand, building projects 
must satisfy the prerequisites for one of nine different rating systems, and earn credits, or points, to-
ward certification. The nine different categories of ratings represent different types of building projects, 
allowing LEED standards to be accessible to a wide range of construction projects. A varying level of 
points increases a building’s LEED certification level from “certified” to “silver,” “gold,” and “platinum,” 
incentivizing continuous efforts for improvement beyond basic certification. 

In order for programs such as LEED to be successful, they need to have a strong brand name and aware-
ness. The LEED team has marketed the brand with enormous success, and today LEED certification is 
globally recognized as a mark of green building. Additionally, investments in LEED buildings pay back 
over the years because those buildings are less costly to operate, increase property value, and may qualify 
for tax rebates and zoning allowances. This back-end appeal to what matters most to industry is essential. 
The LEED brand combines a set of implicit and explicit incentives  to create a desirable brand for the mar-
ket, yielding broad social and environmental benefits as well as meaningful corporate value.16 

Key to the success of the LEED brand is that it was created out of an industry-led nonprofit. As such, 
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buy-in from industry was nearly guaranteed, as was the 
industry-specific knowledge necessary for designing a pro-
gram that could integrate into existing industry standards. 
This is a useful example for national security partnerships. 
Industries involved in national security are often solely 
on the receiving end of regulations, and thus the relation-
ship between industry and regulators is one of “push and 
pull” around specific regulations. If an industry body were 
to lead the conversation on formulating mutually agreed-
upon regulations, much of this tension and time – and thus 
money – could be saved. 

The LEED brand also was marketed so effectively that it became publicly recognizable to consumers, and 
this greatly incentivized companies to invest in the accreditation process – thus it was the consumer who 
placed the pressure on the company rather than on the government or a regulatory body. The national 
security space, while it faces specific challenges due to the confidential and serious nature of the products 
and their regulation, could certainly learn from the LEED example in the areas of brand recognition (e.g., 
a “National Security Gold Standard”), tax rebates, and the importance of effective marketing.

It is also the case that the force of the market can be leveraged by industry for social value even in the 
absence of government action. Here again, the environmental sector has been a pioneer. For example, 
according to a recent study, 65 percent of car owners in the United States overpay for insurance because 
they do not drive enough to warrant the level of coverage offered by insurers, and thus are subsidizing 
those 35 percent who drive the most. MetroMile, a new pay-per-mile insurance company that rewards 
consumers for spending less on fuel and shortening commutes, was founded in response to this market 
discrepancy. The company developed a technology application that attaches to a plug-in device inside of 
cars in order to track consumer mileage. Driving less than 10,000 miles per year can yield cost savings 
of up to $400 for individual consumers through this mileage-based, transparent pricing of insurance. 
Use of the application benefits all parties by promoting tangible environmental benefits, reducing risk 
for insurers, and incentivizing good behavior via the private insurance market.17 

This model rewards consumer self-reporting that exceeds the levels required by regulation. Rewards 
match behavior, encouraging maximum self-reporting and improved behavior. Furthermore, the 
simple process and affordable technical application decreases consumer risk for participation, and the 
transparency in direct mileage-based pricing builds consumer trust. The national security industry 
could benefit from this model. Given the industry’s seemingly onerous regulatory workload, the re-
lationship between industry and regulators tends to be terse and resentful. By giving industries the 
opportunity to report more frequently, and with supplementary information through a streamlined 
process, regulators could offer companies tangible benefits such as tax rebates, fewer or faster audits, or 
a “fast lane” for import processing or export licensing. 

With insufficient resources to achieve their missions, members of the global development community 
have long seized upon the force-multiplying power of private industry. In 2013, for instance, President 
Obama launched the program Power Africa with the goal of bringing together technical and legal experts, 
the private sector, and governments from around the world to work in partnership to increase the num-
ber of people on the continent with access to affordable power. Recognizing that government investment 
alone is incapable of providing the nearly $300 billion in investment needed to achieve universal electric-
ity access to sub-Saharan Africa by 2030, Power Africa leverages private-sector investments, beginning 

It is also the case that 
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with more than $9 billion in initial commitments from 
private-sector partners to support the development of more 
than 8,000 megawatts of new electricity generation on the 
continent.18 Such partnerships not only satisfy the mandate 
of the US Agency for International Development (USAID), 
they do so by promoting corporate interests in sustainable 
energy partnerships that yield mutual benefit.

As noted, public-private partnerships in the security realm 
have proven to be far more elusive – and with respect to non-
proliferation, nearly nonexistent. As committed prolifera-
tors have morphed to take advantage of the modern econ-
omy, the international community has largely responded by 
doubling down on past practices that have proven effective 
at preventing proliferation in the past. Yet in a globalized 
world, traditional “technology denial” strategies enforced by 
committed governments will no longer hold the line against 
a growing tidal wave of technology diffusion and trade lib-
eralization that is forcing proliferation-sensitive ideas into 
more hands in more corners of the globe than ever before. 

To the limited extent that private industry has been drawn into public-private security partnerships, 
the record of the nonproliferation community has been spotty. Driven in part by national security 
budgets that once grew reliably year after year, the nonproliferation policy community has had little 
need for mutually beneficial partnerships with industry. Industry partners could either be bullied into 
cooperation through rigorous regulation, or induced to collaborate through direct contracting with 
government procurement agencies. Few examples of successful and sustainable partnerships – where 
government and industry work for common nonproliferation cause, even in the absence of a direct 
financial transaction – are evident. 

This is not to suggest that governments have failed to recognize or make tentative efforts to develop 
effective partnerships with private industry for the purpose of proliferation prevention. Perhaps the 
best example of national security engagements involving industry in cooperative nonproliferation 
began with the end of the Cold War, when the US government initiated programming that was fo-
cused on redirecting erstwhile Soviet weapons scientists, engineers, and technicians to nonweapon 
enterprises. These efforts included the cooperative biological research program at the Department of 
Defense, the Department of State’s Global Threat Reduction Program, and the Department of Energy’s 
Global Initiatives for Proliferation Prevention programs. The stated objective of each of these programs 
was to permanently and sustainably redirect former WMD specialists. Yet with the exception of those 
programs that sought to systematically create sustainable job opportunities for the targeted scientists 
within private industry, few of these efforts yielded sustained security results – largely because of a lack 
of engagement with the private sector.

Where private industry was involved and saw commercial benefit from engagement, sustainable oppor-
tunities were created for former Soviet weapons specialists. This led to both durable nonproliferation and 
corporate profit. The case of QED Technologies is a textbook example of a successful and sustainable 
project of technology transfer leading to successful commercialization and the permanent and sustainable 
redirection of scientists. Byelocorp Scientific Inc. (BSI), a privately held American company established to 

Traditional “technol-
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develop business opportunities in the former Soviet Union, 
identified magnetorheological finishing (MRF) as a promis-
ing new technology at a state-owned laboratory in Belarus. 
The company surveyed the US for potential markets, which 
led to a collaborative relationship with the University of 
Rochester’s Center for Optics Manufacturing (COM). COM 
had previously received substantial funding from the federal 
government to develop new optics manufacturing technol-
ogies that would ensure that the United States did not fall 
behind, or become dependent upon, foreign countries for 
specialized optics in defense applications. This partnership 
offered a potential go-to-market opportunity for the re-
search of the former Soviet weapons scientists.

Initial collaboration with COM soon produced a patented 
application of the technology. BSI then set up a new enter-
prise, QED Technologies, to develop a commercially viable machine using the technology that could be 
sold to commercial optics manufacturing companies worldwide. Additional government support was 
then secured through the US Department of Defense Small Business Innovation Research program, 
which funds staged defense technology development at small businesses throughout the United States. 
The Civilian Research and Development Foundation, a nongovernmental organization established by 
Congress to facilitate a variety of basic science, nonproliferation, and threat-reduction activities in the 
former Soviet Union, also provided funding for travel grants and exploratory research to assess the ability 
of former weapons scientists to contribute to new innovations in QED’s optics manufacturing technology.

Within two years, BSI, COM, and the former weapons laboratory in Belarus developed a patented 
application for magnetically controllable fluid for optics finishing. Two years later, QED developed a 
commercially viable machine for optics manufacturers. In the end, Soviet scientists’ former experience 
in basic research in magnetically controllable fluids helped them, in another industry, to develop a 
commercially viable optics finishing technology for the private marketplace. 

A 2007 study by the Stimson Center found that sustainable nonproliferation engagement ultimately 
necessitated a transition from government investments in redirecting scientists to private-sector in-
vestments in business development.19 To ensure employment beyond the funding horizon of US non-
proliferation programming, new models of engagement must be based on long-term partnerships with 
the private sector. The example of QED Technologies could not have been achieved without short-term 
incentives that motivate private-sector interests and mitigate risks in the near term and also help secure 
financial investments in the long-term. In the end, modest government investments led to long-term 
sustainable engagement of the “target” community of weapons researchers, along with other economic 
development dividends pursued by the United States government. Similarly, the partnership yielded 
significant financial dividends for industry partners that incentivized their ongoing participation, even 
absent government funding.

Government regulation will, of course, remain central to preventing proliferation for the foreseeable 
future. But recent history demonstrates that it will no longer suffice. In an era of dramatically tighten-
ing budgets and changing global realities, the national security enterprise must learn to better pool 
resources with industry over shared objectives – and learn and live the true meaning of partnership. 
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The Role of Industry in Proliferation
As noted above, the decentralization of the modern economy has given rise to criminal actors who prey 
upon these trends to market their illicit wares. This is not simply the case for the global trade in narcot-
ics, or counterfeit items such as T-shirts and pharmaceuticals, but extends similarly to those intent on 
profiting from the proliferation of WMD knowledge and technologies. Aligning the social objective 
of nonproliferation with corporate interests necessitates a better understanding of the marketplace for 
dual-use goods and know-how. 

While there are many different actors that require dual-use technology, a typical customer rarely ex-
ists. Ranging from friendly states to nefarious individuals and corporations, customers exist within a 
complex global system that exists to fulfill these orders. Beginning with the manufacturers and mov-
ing through to retailers, supply-chain companies, and then to proliferators, each stage of the process 
offers up a great deal of information regarding the customer. Bad actors do not just include nefarious 
individuals or known criminal organizations or companies; they can also include state actors who then 
market this technology to sell to companies or individuals. 

There are currently a great deal of state and supranational mechanisms to curb the illicit diversion of 
proliferation-sensitive knowledge and technologies, yet they often fall short because of a lack of infor-
mation, enforcement, or political will. While many national control systems are in place around the 
globe, they are often viewed as being in direct competition with higher national economic priorities. 
For instance, the mistaken belief that enhanced nonproliferation controls will reduce competitiveness 
in the global supply chain has been a core challenge to the implementation of strategic trade controls. 
If governments conclude that enhanced regulation at their borders or in the export process will result 
in a competitive disadvantage, the politics of developing a rigorous control regime can be daunting and 
even insurmountable. And even when legal regulation and political commitments exist, many govern-
ments lack the requisite resources to enforce these standards across a growing industry.

Even the most cursory glance at the proliferation environment suggests that these widening bureau-
cratic trade-offs and capacity gaps have proven to be meaningful. Despite international efforts against 
the spread of weapons-usable material, proliferation networks have been able to illicitly transfer dual-
use technologies to military and civilian weapons programs in several countries. Iran has been able to 
obtain dual-use goods even through international sanction regimes. In late 2012, an Iran-bound ship 
from China was intercepted and found to be carrying carbon fiber made by Toray Industries Inc., which 
was believed to be intended for use in Iran’s nuclear program.20 Materials used for biological warfare 
technology in Iran have also been linked to two Chinese companies, Oriental Scientific Instruments 
Corporation and Zibo Chemical Equipment Plant (both of which have been sanctioned independent-
ly).21 Three recent cases of export control violations in Germany resulted in the shipment of dual-use 
materials with applicability to Iranian missile and WMD programs.22 A businessman from the United 
Kingdom was also fined £68,000 after he exported £3 million worth of banned dual-use items – alloy 
valves, which are useful in WMD construction – to Iran in defiance of a UK export ban.23 

Pakistan is another case study for failures in governmental nonproliferation controls. The A. Q. Khan 
network helped to spur the acquisition of nuclear weapons capabilities through a network of global ex-
porters. Over a 10-year period, the A. Q. Khan network successfully exported nuclear centrifuge tech-
nologies and other sensitive knowledge and materials to Iran, North Korea, and Libya, and possibly to 
other countries and non-state actors that have not yet been realized.24 Prior to the formation of Khan’s 
own network, the Pakistani nuclear weapons developer likely received dual-use industrial equipment 
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from Henk Slebos, a Dutch national who was able to evade 
prosecution several times until he was finally convicted of 
illicit exporting of restricted goods in 2005.25 In addition, 
the British firm A. M. Castle & Co. successfully shipped a 
consignment of dual-use alloy metals to Pakistan in 2001.26 
More recently, the owner of Trexim Corporation was sen-
tenced to two years in a United States federal prison for 
attempting to export a dual-use item without proper licens-
ing – and the investigation revealed that he had success-
fully shipped several other items with dual usability for 
military and civilian applications in the past.27 

Wittingly or not, these cases indicate the negative contri-
bution that companies can make to the global proliferation 
supply chain. Of course, for every illegitimate firm there 
exist hundreds or even thousands of companies that are making the right decisions to help identify and 
disrupt the activities of committed proliferators. Enlisting their support and rewarding that behavior 
can yield a powerful and essential set of new allies to government.

In each of the proliferation incidents described above, opportunities existed for legitimate private en-
terprise to have taken a stronger role in identifying and disrupting illicit transactions. Yet our failure to 
better recognize and adapt to industry motivations has impeded our ability to establish more meaning-
ful cooperation with industry. In short, technology denial strategies have yielded a culture of compli-
ance over one of cooperation.

The Challenges of Public-Private Cooperation
The lessons learned from previous efforts, particularly in the global development realm, as well as the 
changing market realities related to proliferation demonstrate the potential benefits of innovative engage-
ment with private industry. Our common failure to develop such sustainable public-private partnerships 
to help prevent the proliferation of WMD is not the result of unenlightened thinking or a lack of effort 
on the part of government or industry. Political leaders have called for the development of public-private 
partnerships.28 Business leaders have recognized the shared concern over the proliferation and potential 
use of WMD.29 And at least in the case of the US government, tentative efforts have been made to develop 
cooperative approaches that leverage mutual interests even beyond immediate security imperatives. 

A 2014 task force convened by the Stimson Center identified numerous cases where government-in-
dustry cooperation would have been mutually beneficial but failed to materialize for reasons related 
to legal prohibitions, competitive risks, or an unconvincing cost-benefit calculus. The impediments to 
public-private cooperation in general are numerous – and in the case of security cooperation, are par-
ticularly plagued by a lack of understanding between government and industry around their respective 
capabilities, resources, and interests; a lack of joint decision-making and operational capacity between 
government and industry that would otherwise ensure mutual benefit; a lack of clarity on regulatory 
regimes and enforcement practices; and a lack of a regulatory environment that promotes innovation in 
service of both security and economic competitiveness.30 Perhaps most importantly, the national secu-
rity community has systematically failed to comprehend and design against the motivating incentives 
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that yield sustained industry engagement of nonproliferation. Any future public-private partnership 
must correct for these previous shortcomings and essential requirements.

The Nonproliferation Accelerator
An approach to nonproliferation that builds upon the convergence of business opportunity and social 
value must go beyond traditional philanthropy or even corporate social responsibility. Unfortunately, 
while governments and the nonproliferation community are especially adroit at identifying threats and 
wider social needs, they are less well placed to assess business value. An innovative new organization – a 
nonprofit Nonproliferation Accelerator (see Figure A) – could advance nonproliferation objectives and 
produce financial value for industry stakeholders and the policy community, which could provide mutual 
dividends for both government and the private sector. This Nonproliferation Accelerator would enable 
government, industry, and nongovernmental organization (NGO) stakeholders to jointly develop an array 
of products (including, for instance, new insurance products, risk-management tools, investment instru-
ments, new technologies, and data collection, analytics, and dissemination products) that would advance 
nonproliferation while responding to market demand for sensors and scanning equipment, information-
sharing mechanisms, analytic and risk management services, and insurance and standards development. 

The Accelerator would pool the knowledge of government, the nongovernmental expert community, 
and private industry to incubate relevant products and services designed to address 21st-century prolif-
eration threats. The financial returns from these products would be returned to industry, with a portion 
of that yield recapitalizing the Accelerator. The wider security or social dividends would accrue to all 
actors, but would ultimately help satisfy government nonproliferation objectives.

FIGURE A
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Building the Strategy
The entrepreneurial process of starting a business is straightforward: (1) Identify a need; (2) Identify a 
customer; (3) Develop an operational plan; (4) Identify how to make money through those operations; 
and (5) Identify the team necessary to execute that strategy. This process, at a micro level, is used to 
start one company. That company will work only when it knows and understands the problem it wants 
to solve, for whom it is solving the problem, how it will solve the problem, how it will make money solv-
ing the problem, and who will make the plan to solve the problem tangible. This straightforward logic 
can be coopted by governments to help achieve durable solutions to societal challenges—including the 
threat of proliferation.

The objective of the Nonproliferation Accelerator should be to develop new, authentic public-private 
partnerships that involve voluntary interactions between governments and nongovernment entities 
where one or both parties draw upon the expertise of the other. The Accelerator could help incubate 
new companies where there is a market gap, or work with existing firms to build new products. Either 
way, these efforts must go beyond corporate social responsibility and appeal to the vested self-interest 
of both public- and private-sector stakeholders (see Figure B). This approach to building shared value 
will create new nonproliferation instruments in a self-sustaining manner that homes in on market-
driven solutions.

FIGURE B: DEFINING SHARED VALUE
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Defining Shared Value
Each output of the Accelerator should result in an instructive demonstration of the social value of se-
curity for governments while better addressing the value-creation objectives of industry. These incen-
tives can range across a broad spectrum (see Figure C), and are best defined by industry partners in 
collaboration with government. The benefits of cooperation for industry could range from streamlined 
regulatory measures that promote the core business to direct financial value through enhanced profits 
via new products or growth in overall enterprise equity value.

FIGURE C: DEVELOPING INDUSTRY INCENTIVES
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Adapted from Nate Olson and Brian Finlay, Market Power: Adapting Public and Private Roles for Transnational Commerce 
and Transnational Threats (Washington, DC: Henry L. Stimson Center, 2013), http://www.stimson.org/images/uploads/
research-pdfs/Market_Power_Sep2013.pdf.
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Identifying Private Partners
Recent state efforts to engage private industry have focused on the extreme ends of the proliferation sup-
ply chain: technology innovators and manufacturers at one end, and end users at the other. Yet modern 
supply chains are a complex system of interlocking actors and processes that span the globe and involve 
not only businesses that physically move products, but financial and communications firms, insur-
ers and reinsurance companies, standards-development organizations, private security firms, money 
transfer agencies, and a host of other operational service providers critical to the smooth operation of 
the global supply chain (see Figure D). Each of these industries has a potential role to play in the nefari-
ous transit of WMD materials and know-how – or preferably in a networked response to proliferation. 
Similarly, all have a potential stake in the benefits of a Nonproliferation Accelerator.

FIGURE D: COMPONENTS OF THE PROLIFERATION SUPPLY CHAIN

Adapted from Nate Olson and Brian Finlay, Market Power: Adapting Public and Private Roles for Transnational Commerce 
and Transnational Threats (Washington, DC: Henry L. Stimson Center, 2013), http://www.stimson.org/images/uploads/
research-pdfs/Market_Power_Sep2013.pdf
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An overlay of current market trends in the proliferation arena with an assessment of industry interests 
yields some low-hanging fruit for the nonproliferation sector. Early efforts should be focused on third-
party mechanisms whose functional roles are oriented to:

1. Development of robust mechanisms for information-sharing between government and industry on 
real-world proliferation challenges;

2. Development and dissemination of best practices for compliance with trade controls and other 
controls that could provide public and private benefits;

3. Creation of new specialty insurance products including “compliance insurance,” and other “dual-
benefit” products such as surety bonds on sensitive materials for end-of-life disposal; and

4. Technology development and application of products that can help identify and ultimately address 
proliferation, particularly related to border security, countertrafficking, and trade efficiency.

With the goal of developing viable pilot ventures that would operationalize discrete proofs of concept, 
the Stimson Center launched three demonstration projects using the force of the market itself as moti-
vation for enhanced nonproliferation activities. The working theory throughout those efforts was that 
if capacity-building connections across security and development areas could be found, new resources 
from the private and public sector could be generated for the mutual benefit of the WMD nonprolifera-
tion regime, as well as for broader security and development capacity-building efforts. Ultimately, this 
would usher in a new model for bringing on board private-sector actors not on the basis of legal regula-
tion, or even as government clients, but rather based upon their own assessment of corporate interest 
in the private market.

Case Study 1: Border Security through  
Public-Private-Sector Partnership – Project Ngulia
In April 2004, the 15 members of the United Nations Security Council voted unanimously to pass 
Resolution 1540 (2004).31 The measure mandated an array of global supply-side controls over sensitive 
weapons, materials, technologies, and know-how. Three years after the events of September 11 – and on 
the heels of astonishing revelations that rogue Pakistani scientist A. Q. Khan had shared WMD tech-
nologies with North Korea, Iran, Libya, and potentially even Al Qaida – the resolution sought to rectify 
the inadequacies of the existing control regime, and the particular challenge of WMD proliferation to 
non-state actors. 

Yet even as each of the 15 Security Council members cast a vote in favor of the resolution, for the 80 
percent of the world’s population living on less than $10 a day, far more immediate security and devel-
opment threats were rightly being prioritized.32 For instance, in the same month that Resolution 1540 
was promulgated by the Security Council, more than 100 suspected Jemaah Islamiah militants were 
killed during attacks on security outposts in Thailand’s Muslim-dominated southern provinces. In 
Damascus, Syria, a bomb explosion and gun battle between security forces and a terrorist group killed 
four people and left a UN building badly damaged. In a village in southern Kyrgyzstan, a landslide 
left 33 people dead and a nation struggling to recover. That year in sub-Saharan Africa, 1 in 12 adults 
was newly infected with HIV/AIDS, as life expectancy trends continued to plummet.33 Also in 2004, 
Colombia retained its rank as the largest producer of cocaine, and homicide rates across the country 
remained among the highest in the world – upwards of 490,000 deaths resulted from armed violence 
in that year alone.34
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Amid pervasive economic deprivation, human insecurity, deteriorating public health, lack of access to 
basic education, poverty, hunger, and environmental degradation, it was little wonder that Resolution 
1540 was met by much of the world with a significant measure of disinterest bordering on disdain. 
Two full years after enactment of the resolution, 62 countries had failed to fulfill even the most basic 
requirement by submitting an initial progress report to the 1540 Committee in New York – the entity 
responsible for monitoring implementation of the 2004 resolution.35 Unsurprisingly, the vast majority 
of non-reporting states were countries of the Global South – often the same countries with the weakest 
preventive measures and enforcement capacities.

In response to this burgeoning North/South divide on the full and effective implementation of the resolu-
tion, and to the global nonproliferation regime more generally, the Stimson Center developed an innovative 
approach that would build more pragmatic and durable engagement on the nonproliferation issue. What 
was clear was that a modernized nonproliferation strategy that successfully built buy-in among govern-
ments of the developing world needed to begin by changing the terms of the then-current debate. A range 
of approaches, from the continued (and often sanctimonious) appeals by economically more advanced gov-
ernments to legal mandates, along with the stark facts of the dire human and financial costs that a WMD 
incident could yield – and even tangible evidence of proliferation itself – had systematically failed to incul-
cate more robust adherence to the nonproliferation regime across much of the developing world. A new ap-
proach that inspired sustained and pragmatic engagement with these new proliferation-capable actors was 
necessary. In short, only by appealing to the higher-priority interests of countries in the Global South – on 
both sides of the security/development divide – could countries be transformed from recalcitrant “targets” 
of nonproliferation policy into sustained advocates for effective nonproliferation engagement. 

Fortuitously, when it is considered more innovatively, much of the generous assistance offered by 
wealthy industrialized governments in the name of nonproliferation is directly applicable to the more 
immediate challenges facing countries of the Global South. For instance:

• Assistance provided to enhance border and export controls can also aid the prevention of small-
arms or drug trafficking and promote efficiencies at transit hubs for legitimate commodities. These, 
in turn, facilitate trade expansion, business development, and national competitiveness within the 
global supply chain.

• The same resources and capacities necessary to detect the illicit movement of terrorists across bor-
ders can also help address human trafficking – a growing moral priority for many governments 
across the Global South.

• Detecting and responding to biological weapons requires a functional disease-surveillance net-
work and a public health infrastructure.

• Assistance proffered to develop pre- and post-WMD incident response enhances governments’ ca-
pacity to detect an earthquake or respond to a tsunami.

• Governments’ pursuit of energy diversification through nuclear power can be aided and accel-
erated with technical and capacity-building assistance from nonproliferation accounts, all while 
reinforcing global confidence in a government’s adherence to the regime.36

In 2012, together with a Kenyan research organization and in collaboration with the Office of the 
President of the Kenyan government, Stimson conducted an 18-month analysis of security and devel-
opment challenges in Kenya, and by extension, across Eastern Africa. The project rationale was driven 
by growing concern that East Africa had the potential to become an entrepot for the transshipment of 
technologies associated with the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
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During this research phase, it became clear that the 
government of Kenya, and others in the region, were 
increasingly concerned with the emergence of terrorists 
and transnational organized criminals, and the conver-
gence of illicit trafficking in small arms, drugs, people, 
and wildlife – with the networks capable of facilitating 
proliferation. An interministerial network of Kenyan 
authorities participated throughout the analysis, identi-
fying national border priorities, border strategies, and 
capacity shortfalls. The research team and government 
stakeholders recognized that Kenyan “border insecu-
rity” – broadly defined not only as threats to external 
national borders, but to the internal boundaries that 

surround a wide range of important societal functions and resources including ports, airports, 
critical infrastructure, and even national wildlife parks – posed a threat to the country’s national 
interests. Inadequate border security challenges Kenyan economic, social, and political objectives 
as laid out in the nation’s development blueprint, Vision 2030.37 

For other stakeholders within the Kenyan government, border insecurity challenged the country’s 
strategies to combat terrorism; piracy; the influx of refugees; and the proliferation of illicit trafficking 
in small arms, drugs, and people; as well as wildlife poaching and the smuggling of a wide range of con-
sumer goods. Insecure borders were also seen to promote criminality related to armed conflict, which 
in turn negatively impacts national development and economic prosperity. This convergence of threats 
across the country’s economic, development, and security interests became tragically evident with the 
2014 attack on the Westgate Shopping Center.38 The activities of al-Shabab had been financed, at least in 
part, from the proceeds of wildlife poaching. 

Porous national boundaries and inadequate security at ports and airports are also, of course, a threat to 
the proliferation and spread of WMD. In short, enhanced border security is a bridge to both develop-
ment and security, none of which can be achieved without the other. For the government of Kenya, the 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is, in essence, a border management issue that impacts not 
only upon Kenya’s global nonproliferation obligations, but also upon its wider security challenges and 
long-term prospects for economic development.

Piloting a Public-Private-Sector Partnership  
for More Integrated Capacity Building
Under the premise that increased border capacity is a priority for the public sector’s security and de-
velopment communities, and that shared value can be found with the private high technology and 
telecommunications sectors, Stimson set out to assemble a consortium of Kenyan and international 
stakeholders from both the public and private sector that could participate in a demonstration project 
in Kenya related to border security. The objective was to develop a pilot effort whereby coordinated bor-
der security could yield benefit at the intersection of multiple trafficking flows. In other words, by build-
ing common capacity at the border, multiple trafficking streams could be disrupted, economic security 
could be enhanced, and corporate value could be demonstrated. The government of Kenya invited the 
initiative to conduct this pilot project to build capacity against a wide variety of countertrafficking chal-
lenges, and entered into a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Stimson.

By building common 
capacity at the bor-
der, multiple trafficking 
streams could be dis-
rupted, economic secu-
rity could be enhanced, 
and corporate value 
could be demonstrated. 
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Under this agreement, the project team concluded that by building countertrafficking capacity around 
one high-priority objective for the Kenyan government – in this case, the prevention of wildlife poach-
ing – a scalable and replicable strategy could be expanded to better manage security at national borders 
and ultimately help to also prevent the cross-border flow of proliferation-sensitive items that remain a 
core concern for the international community.

Per the invitation of the Kenya Wildlife Service, a public-private-sector partnership was formed 
to build a border-security capacity-building program in southern Kenya at the Tsavo West Ngulia 
region near the Tanzanian border. The project was initiated in light of rising levels of environ-
mental crime, including poaching of elephants and rhinoceroses, and increasing connections to 
broader security and development challenges, including the financing of terrorist organizations in 
sub-Saharan Africa. 

Consider the following dynamics around the poaching and wildlife crime challenge:

• More than 140,000 elephants and upwards of 3,600 rhinoceros have been killed in recent years, 
and Kenya’s black rhino population has gone from 20,000 to 650 since the 1970s.

• Approximately 15 percent of Kenya’s GDP comes from tourism – a sector driven by the country’s 
popular wildlife.

• The illegal wildlife trade generates between $7 billion and $23 billion in revenue every year – 
more than the illicit trafficking of small arms, diamonds, gold, or oil – and the UN Secretary 
General, national governments, and independent NGO analyses all have drawn direct and indi-
rect links between poaching/wildlife crime and transnational criminal organizations, insurgen-
cies, and terrorist organizations in Africa.

• This illicit trade promotes a culture of corruption at the border that, in turn, facilitates the cross-
border flow of all manner of contraband – including, potentially, WMD items.

Building the Case for Private-Sector Participation
Over the course of 12 months, Stimson engaged more than a dozen private-sector technology firms 
seeking their participation in the project. To date, about half of the companies approached by Stimson 
have made direct contributions to the execution of the field project in Kenya, while others have engaged 
in various different ways in our technology test arena in Sweden.39 Two specific phases were essential 
to protecting the integrity of the project and rallying the support of industry to make investments in 
the project, which subsequently led to a public-private-sector partnership in executing the initiative. 
The objective of these firms went beyond the protection of animals, and reflected their direct business 
interests in demonstrating a wider applicability of their technologies to a growing global problem – and 
hence, a growing global market.

Phase 1: Build a Project Free of Private-Sector Bias
In order for the project not to be associated with any given company or product, Stimson worked with 
a technology university that designed, together with the Kenyan government, a technological action 
plan for the border security efforts at Ngulia. This plan became foundational for negotiating the MoU 
with the Kenyan government. With an established baseline for our efforts, the plan of action (and not 
the private-sector interests) drove the selection of the technology solutions that were implemented on 
the ground.
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Phase 2: Building a Multifaceted Pitch to Industry
In seeking to identify sustainable and long-term partnerships with industry, Stimson project manag-
ers surveyed a wide variety of pressure points that we thought would positively impact private-sector 
partners to join our efforts. In no particular order, they included:

• The project would identify new value and user-areas for products that industry already had in 
their product portfolio.

• Industry could leverage the pilot project as a case study that moved away from development aid 
toward more business-oriented agreements with government actors and other businesses.

• Organizations from developed nations would identify and capitalize on new markets through 
participation in a demonstration project in an emerging market.

• Through the partnership with the technology university, companies would receive inexpensive 
system integration, thought leadership, and information for their products.

• New products and spinoffs would emerge from the project.

• The project would represent a platform where peer industry representatives could find new 
opportunities for collaboration.

• The project would assist companies with public affairs and corporate social responsibility 
activities throughout the project period.

• Corporations would sustain their involvement through direct market incentives.

Project Execution
The project plan, in short, included designing, developing, and deploying a command, control, and 
communications (C3) system followed by the integration of radar and other sensors. Following several 
visits to the pilot site by the technology university and Kenyan information and communications tech-
nology professionals to collect information from commanders, rangers, and researchers, a smartphone-
based C3 software was designed and developed by project partners who invested their own resources. 

The C3 system is an input device with which rangers can note their observations regarding security 
and wildlife matters. Photo documentation is available, as is automatic geotagging. The app is also a 
navigation tool, whereby park rangers can view their position overlaid on a map. The interface includes 
local landmarks such as waterholes, roads, trails, bunkers, borders, patrol routes, and the like. The 
commander app includes the same functionality as the ranger app, but is foremost an administrative 
tool and platform for officers. The map interface shows the position and trajectories of all rangers and 
vehicles, security alerts, and animal observations. The data can be accessed in real time or analyzed in 
retrospect. Commands are issued by secure-broadcast voice or text messages, and patrolling routes or 
ambush positions are defined for individual rangers.

A Kenyan telecommunications company agreed to support the pilot project with SIM cards, airtime, 
and data, while improving connectivity at the wildlife sanctuary through a partnership with another 
global telecommunications firm. A dozen additional partners came together to participate in this pilot 
project, bringing goods, services, and capacity-building knowledge.

Within months, the C3 platform was launched in the field, including smartphones to rangers, tablets to 
commanders, as well as hardware to improve connectivity. These investments were made by the tech-
nology university with support of the public-private-sector consortium.
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As the C3 platform was being rolled out in Ngulia, additional sensor systems were simultaneously 
tested in Kolmården Wildlife Park in Sweden to evaluate their applicability to the Ngulia project. The 
technology tested includes sensor systems and radar for border and intruder detection. Training and 
educational activities ran concurrently. Project partners were asked to make contributions on as-need-
ed basis, and to date the team has secured the following core components to an integrated border man-
agement response at the park:

• Project management support;

• Product design, user experience, and development support for the C3 system;

• System integration support;

• Radar under a lease agreement;

• Sensor solutions to be tested in controlled environments before deployment in the field;

• Tests of unmanned vehicles; and

• Market analysis.

Project partners believe that a phased approach to technology development and deployment is impor-
tant. During the successful execution of previous phases, partners will continue to secure the relevant 
stakeholders and hope to deploy additional technology at Ngulia. The testing at Kolmården will be 
critical for additional technological steps, as well as ensuring that the solution remains cost-effective.

At the end of the pilot phase, the park rangers, commanders, and the research team will take full advantage 
of the technological platform that makes their jobs easier, advances their mission, and cuts costs for the 
Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS). This will provide an opportunity for the KWS and other partners to scale 
and replicate the system in Ngulia and other parks, and ultimately apply this low-cost coordinated ap-
proach to all manner of border-related threats at the national borders. Other law and security organizations 
in the region and beyond will be able to scale and replicate the model and technological system to benefit 
their top-priority considerations – from wildlife crime to counterterrorism and the spread of WMD.

Identifying Shared Value 
The following benefits have been identified for each sector that is actively or indirectly involved in the project:

• The Kenyan government is the partner in implementing programs and technology (to which it 
otherwise would not have access) to help achieve national wildlife preservation, national security, 
and regional development priorities. Throughout this project a wide range of knowledge is be-
ing transferred, including a better understanding of technology and service specifications to solve 
problems in a cost-effective manner. 

• Donor governments are leveraging limited resources, skills, and technologies, and finding shared 
value with the private sector. Particularly important is that development-focused government 
agencies have gained access to companies and technology that traditionally operate in the defense 
and security arenas. Defense- and security-related actors interact with organizations outside their 
immediate areas of interest, driving innovation and new business models against a broader range 
of issues that span the security/development divide in emerging economies.

• Multilateral organizations from the United Nations to the World Bank are offered a replicable 
case study on how to build cross-sectorial capacity building in emerging and developing regions 
that can be scaled and replicated to benefit a wider range of security and development initiatives.
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•  High technology and telecommunications sector players 
showcase their wares in a real-world environment, dem-
onstrating their effectiveness to new markets and build-
ing market opportunities across a wider customer base. 
Participating firms educate their prospective customers 
about what products can help solve discrete challenges 
while also exercising pragmatic corporate social responsi-
bility. In addition, the companies prove that their sectors 
and products can be partners with donor countries that 
are executing capacity-building projects in other regions 
across the security and development continuum. Finally, 
the pilot project is a launching platform from which to par-
ticipate in larger capacity-building projects where a more 
traditional business model is in place.

This pilot venture indicates that Stimson has successfully 
been able to incubate cost-sharing by bringing together organizations in the public and private sector 
that otherwise would not have been cooperating on border and security capacity building. In short, 
organizations that did not know they had a role to play in national and regional security in East Africa 
are now working together from a public policy point of view while identifying durable new business 
opportunities. This model is eminently replicable to the national borders of Kenya to better identify and 
disrupt all manners of illicit trafficking, including in proliferation-sensitive items.

Case Study 2: Nuclear Power –  
Building the Benefits of Voluntary Consensus Standards
In 2014, Stimson launched a second pilot effort to apply the Accelerator concept to the field of nonpro-
liferation. Here again, Stimson sought to identify risks and existing “market failures,” then identify 
potential customers who could be serviced through an ongoing mechanism that would yield both long-
term security value and nearer-term profit or risk mitigation.

The risks associated with the proliferation of civilian nuclear power are significant. Nuclear power has 
garnered increased interest internationally as a way to meet growing baseload energy demands while 
limiting greenhouse gas emissions. 

With the global population expected to reach 8.5 billion in 2030, demand for energy is growing rapidly.40 
Astonishingly, and according to the World Nuclear Association, electricity demand is increasing twice as 
fast as overall energy use.41 Developed and rising middle-income countries are increasingly looking to nu-
clear energy as an ideal source of clean, affordable energy production to meet their growing energy needs. 

Nuclear energy facilities hold many advantages over other methods of electricity supply. Coal and natu-
ral gas have high fuel costs and contribute to air pollution; wind and solar energy, while they have low 
carbon emissions, cannot produce sufficiently high levels of energy to meet global energy needs. In 
contrast, nuclear energy production does not produce greenhouse gases, has stable fuel costs, and can 
generate large amounts of electricity required to meet the growing demand. Developing countries, with 
quickly growing middle classes and increasing energy demands, need the large-scale stability and cost-
effective energy production that nuclear power plants can provide. 

Stimson has success-
fully been able to incu-
bate cost-sharing by 
bringing together orga-
nizations in the public 
and private sector that 
otherwise would not 
have been cooperating 
on border and security 
capacity building.
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This international increase in nuclear power demand is ex-
pected to reach across countries, including those with lim-
ited or no experience in the nuclear field. While the exten-
sion of civilian nuclear power will have doubtless benefit to 
global development objectives, these realities pose poten-
tially significant new security challenges as technologies and 
materials are introduced to regions with little experience in 
stringent nuclear security standards development and en-
forcement. Furthermore, as the Nuclear Security Summits 
draw to a close and US leadership on, and investment in, in-
ternational nuclear security likely declines both in real terms 
and as a percentage of civilian power operations, the non-
proliferation community is being forced to identify ways to 
sustain interest and investment in nuclear security. 

In 2014, in an attempt to operationalize the Accelerator 
concept, Stimson launched a new effort that considered 
how to incentivize a sustainable model for building nucle-
ar security in new nuclear power countries. The objective 
was to provide a solution that not only was cost-neutral to 
governments, but could be reinforced by the private mar-
ketplace. Moreover, where possible, the objective was to 
circumvent insufficient regulatory authority or enforcement by appealing to nuclear power operators’ 
vested interests, irrespective of their legal obligations.

Stimson undertook research and extensive discussions with multiple stakeholders to uncover where 
agreement could be reached on risk areas of concern to industry stakeholders that intersected with 
governments’ interest in improving nuclear security to reduce the likelihood of sabotage or diversion 
of materials, technology, or knowledge. Based on concepts and contacts developed from earlier efforts, 
Stimson conducted extensive interviews to identify stakeholder interests and educate stakeholders to 
the possibility of a positive return on a security investment. This alignment of interests was the first step 
in galvanizing industry and government into a mutually beneficial partnership. 

A Stimson publication in January 2016, Nuclear Energy: Securing the Future, A Case for Voluntary 
Consensus Standards, highlighted the overlapping areas of concern to industry and governments. Areas 
of mutual concern ranged from cybersecurity to export controls to human reliability issues. These were 
all areas where agreed good standards of performance had both real security dividends for government 
as well as the potential to reduce the likelihood, frequency, or magnitude of losses for corporations and 
power operators.42 In sum, the customer base was being built through the identification of shared value. 

Identifying Shared Value
The customers were thought initially to be the insurance industry, including insurers, reinsurers, and 
brokers who were rightly concerned over potential losses in new nuclear countries as a result of in-
sufficient security enforcement at facilities. Their concerns, however, turned out to be broader than 
anticipated, and extended not only to new entrants in the nuclear field but to existing nuclear power 
countries, where security risks are deemed higher than previously recognized. Nonetheless, Stimson 
found that industry’s ability to be a lead change agent in effecting better practices was constrained 

While the extension of 
civilian nuclear power 
will have doubtless ben-
efit to global develop-
ment objectives, these 
realities pose poten-
tially significant new 
security challenges as 
technologies and ma-
terials are introduced 
to regions with little 
experience in stringent 
nuclear security stan-
dards development and 
enforcement.
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by limited resources to invest in the proactive assessment 
of risks in this insular market (with fewer than 450 cur-
rently operational reactors), and singularly imposing con-
trols. Cooperative discussions with private industry led 
to the conclusion that insurance and reinsurance incen-
tives would be too narrow to capture the totality of the 
nuclear security challenge. Because the insurance that 
underwrites the operation of nuclear facilities is a massive 
globalized industry, elevated standards introduced by one 
actor, or even one consortium of actors, would invariably 
provide competitive pricing advantages to competitors. 
What was clear, however, was that insurance firms could 
be important partners in the creation and development of 
industrywide standards. Because such standards could be 

enforced by the market and would ultimately help mitigate risk to their business, the industry has 
been eager to support the concept.

Unlike the insurance industry, financiers became even more important than initially anticipated. For 
example, export credit agencies (ECAs) of nuclear power plant exporting countries hold great sway 
because new-build costs are so high and ECAs provide valuable long-term financing. A few basis points 
on a loan and a loan performance requirement can drive better operator behavior to the direct benefit of 
all involved. Leveraging this market mechanism based upon industry-agreed standards has the poten-
tial to ensure far more rigorous compliance to elevated security standards than traditional regulatory 
efforts, precisely because such standards are in the direct business interests of power facilities.

Regulators also support voluntary consensus standards because meeting them demonstrates compli-
ance and provides assurances that can save regulators some additional oversight. 

The above benefits all get translated to owners, whether public or private, as well as to facility op-
erators. Each of these constituencies wants efficient, safe, secure, high-performing operations, but the 
challenges of making tradeoffs in the face of limited resources is daunting. Standards – developed by 
multiple stakeholders working together – would ultimately give greater clarity to how much security 
is enough, and what that security in and around a facility should look like. Third-party verification 
for that standards compliance would translate into benefits from insurers, financiers, regulators, and 
facility operations, and benefits to governments. In this case, the shared value is risk mitigation and 
enhanced nonproliferation and nuclear security.

Developing an Operational Plan
Moving beyond wider stakeholder engagement, Stimson identified an array of market prerequisites that 
must exist for such an incentivized nuclear security effort to germinate and succeed. These include: 

• Risks must be identified that are of sufficiently high concern to multiple stakeholder groups, 
including operators.

• An agreed-to set of reasonable and quantifiable nuclear security standards must be developed. 

• These standards must be verifiable against quantifiable metrics.

• Those providing market benefits must agree to recognize the standards and the process for verifi-
cation, and to provide concomitant benefits to those who are found to be in compliance. 

Standards – developed 
by multiple stakehold-
ers working together 
– would ultimately 
give greater clarity to 
how much security is 
enough, and what that 
security in and around a 
facility should look like.
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• Operators must consider the benefits to be sufficiently compelling to comply with these nonregu-
latory standards.

• A champion is needed to coordinate across stakeholders, and the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, although an important stakeholder, is not sufficiently agile to lead the effort.

Stimson found that the areas of risk on which multiple stakeholders – “the customers” – would be will-
ing to consider working together in order to reduce overall risks and possible future expenses include: 
cybersecurity, integrated safety and security culture, human factors such as insider threats, supply 
chain/contracting security, export controls, and small reactor security. Stimson also found that exist-
ing standards have not been well developed, much less operationalized by the market.

How the standards would be developed would depend on the champion for the effort, which is still be-
ing identified. One logical potential leader is the World Institute for Nuclear Security (WINS), along 
with international NGOs whose missions include professional development and certification for nucle-
ar security management. The next step is to develop the appropriate champions. Perhaps the most logi-
cal stakeholders to provide meaningful incentives are those with the most vested interests: the coun-
tries borrowing and lending funds for nuclear power developments (i.e., the ECAs of nuclear power 
vendor states). Many of these states are represented in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD), and coordination could be pursued through the OECD’s Nuclear Energy 
Agency. In addition, the borrowing states are well represented in the International Framework for 
Nuclear Energy Cooperation. These entities along with the insurers are those with vested financial 
interests. Additional stakeholder entities representing the public interest include the regulators, NGOs, 
and intergovernmental organizations like the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

The group likely to make money from the operations of voluntary consensus standards would be 
the standards groups and certification entities. Standards development organizations like the ISO, 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), and ASIS typically make money not from develop-
ing the standards, but from selling their standards, training to those standards, and in some cases pro-
viding certifications. Certifiers may be independent auditors or organizations, such as Bureau Veritas 
and Lloyds Register, which may or may not be the developer. 

Recently, Bureau Veritas has been trying to develop a nuclear supply-chain standard based on an ISO 
standard that it is making available for free. It would make money on the auditing function. Lloyds 
Register has been engaged to develop standards for the new Chinese floating reactors, but it is unclear 
whether Lloyds Register would also be verifying compliance. 

Next Steps
Stimson is working to engage with a likely champion or group of stakeholders who will agree to for-
mally survey areas of risk where certification schemes could provide benefits. These are likely to include 
an integrated safety-security culture standard, a cybersecurity standard, and an export-compliance 
standard. Once these are surveyed, the best mechanisms for promoting such certifications development 
must be evaluated, via standards-development organizations or other ad hoc groups. 

For example, for a safety-security integrated standard, an NGO such as WINS could participate in the 
standards development and auditor certification requirements, or could take a carried interest in their 
development – which might be outsourced to a third party via a public request for information or ex-
pression of interest. WINS could then develop or help develop the standard. It could earn income from 
selling copies of the standards but also, and more importantly, from training the plant auditors who 
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would provide the certifications. Such training would match well with WINS’s work in training indi-
viduals in nuclear security. Essentially, WINS would be determining whether its training translated 
into performance at the plant operating level. 

By leveraging the force of the market itself, this initiative promises to deliver a potent new rationale for 
the nuclear industry to engage more robustly in building a nuclear security culture across operations – 
not on the basis of legal or regulatory obligation, but rather in the interests of profitability.

Case Study 3: The Black Box/Trash Can – Leveraging Lost 
Information for Mutual Benefit
Industry is central to the design, manufacture, transport, and sale of dual-use weapons-usable goods 
and technologies. Thus, information derived from these industrial transactions is inherently more ac-
curate and timely than any other source of information related to proliferation intent, including gov-
ernment intelligence. Illicit requests for technologies, or strategies for their diversion, almost always 
originate with the private sector. Thus the connection between industry and the global supply chain 
gives technology firms and supply-chain companies an unrivaled ability to make judgments that can 
further government nonproliferation objectives, should they so choose.

Historically, companies manufacturing dual-use technologies have been subject to government regula-
tions that dictate requirements to legally and legitimately export dual-use goods in the global market-
place. Individual companies’ general due-diligence measures require significant resources to operate ef-
fectively within the bounds of government regulations, often leading to corporate complaints of financial 
burdens and unforeseen hardships. Here in the United States, these have included industry grievances 
over the stifling of innovation and the loss of market share to foreign competitors. These unintended 
side effects to proliferation prevention harm not only industry actors, but negatively impact the national 
economic interests. Thus the minimal necessary government regulation that engenders commitment to 
proliferation prevention is therefore ideal for industry exporters and governments alike. 

Today, the export control process works as follows: When a United States exporter receives a purchase 
inquiry for a dual-use item, the company must verify the legitimacy of the actor. If the request is found 
inappropriate, it is discarded. If a prospective client is cleared through internal due diligence, or if red 
flags are raised during the review but suspicions are inconclusive, the exporter can submit an export 
request to the Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS), which will, in turn, 
either deny the request or pass it on to the relevant government agencies and intelligence bodies for 
review, approval, or denial (see Figure E).
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FIGURE E

While often cumbersome, the process is central to ensuring that sensitive items do not fall into the 
hands of would-be proliferators. Even as the US government works to enhance the efficiency of the 
export control process, current efforts and foreseeable improvements fail to capture a swath of prospec-
tive intelligence that could be gathered. If a company receives a suspicious inquiry from an overseas 
entity and determines not to pursue an export license, that information could be helpful to the intelli-
gence community in identifying and ultimately disrupting proliferation networks. Yet the reporting of 
suspicious inquiries to government is entirely voluntary. A company, if it sees red flags in the course of 
due-diligence procedure, may simply decide to discard the request without submitting any information 
about the actor to BIS or other relevant agencies. This means that potential intelligence on proliferation 
networks is being summarily collected and discarded by private industry without ever being seen by 
government. 

Additionally, government regulatory processes for dual-use technology occasionally hinder industry’s 
ability to conduct business effectively and efficiently, as a result of the nature of bureaucracy itself. 
When industry chooses to report a suspect inquiry to BIS, the request must be transferred back and 
forth between agencies, where independent investigations into the purchaser’s bona fides must be com-
pleted before BIS can deliver a verdict to the exporter. It is only after the full, time-consuming process 
has been completed and an approval has been issued that the company can start its additional export 
compliance procedures for the dual-use goods. While the process is essential to ensuring national se-
curity, it strains government resources and often unduly delays legitimate transactions. This, too, is 
neither in the interests of industry nor of the wider government.
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In sum, multiple cross-cutting impediments have inhibited 
more effective information sharing between industry and 
government in this critical space. The industry resources 
to undertake due diligence and wait for government re-
view of inquiries are finite. In addition, there are financial 
and legal barriers to the voluntary reporting of suspicious 
requests. Companies do not want to be held liable in the 
event that a government classifies an end user of dual-
use materials as a proliferator, which may dissuade them 
from reporting suspicious inquiries to the Department of 
Commerce. Finally, many smaller companies may have 
difficulty completing rigorous due diligence, and may not 
want to risk inciting a costly and time-consuming “audit” 
by government regulators. 

Identifying Shared Value
One way in which industry can convince government to 

refrain from overly onerous regulation is to self-regulate beyond the strict mandates of existing regula-
tions, adhering not only to the letter of the law but to the spirit of the regulations themselves. Ideally, 
the full spectrum of companies that manufacture dual-use technologies would adopt rigorous self-
regulation in pursuit of nonproliferation goals by inculcating a culture of cooperation over compliance. 
Yet a single company on its own would not likely make a substantial impact, would incur additional 
costs, and would likely lose market share to less responsible competitors who can move more quickly to 
service foreign requests. On the other hand, widespread industry cooperation in export control would 
benefit the industry as a whole and benefit companies individually. 

Governments and industry inherently find shared value in the prevention of dual-use technology prolif-
eration, yet they fail to work together to a sufficient degree to systematically address this problem. Though 
governments may have intelligence regarding confirmed proliferators, only some of it is publicly avail-
able, and intelligence organizations are rightly unwilling to share classified data with private firms.43 Thus 
the onus for due-diligence, “know your customer” evaluations rests with companies themselves – only 
some of which have established rigorous internal compliance programs in order to meet state licensing 
requirements for exporting dual-use goods abroad. With these programs in place, suspicious inquiries 
are screened by a company’s purchase-request review process, and the vast majority of them may never be 
catalogued or investigated by the government. Security experts have posited that this trove of unclaimed 
intelligence on suspected bad actors could yield direct benefits to government in identifying and disabling 
proliferation networks, but relatively little attention has been paid to the market upsides for industry to 
make the requisite investments in such an information-sharing approach.

Solution: Industry Self-Regulation and Information Sharing
While governments set regulations and penalties, industry is the first line of defense for screening 
export requests for potential dual-use materials. Industry may refrain from exporting products to a 
suspected bad actor, but will rarely share that information with the government due to distrust of the 
government’s speed and process for screening export requests and a lack of clarity around the conse-
quences of reporting, as well as proprietary and confidentiality concerns. As noted, this information 
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about a suspected bad actor, potentially including action-
able intelligence, often gets discarded. Though many indus-
try exporters have created robust due-diligence programs 
to evaluate the legitimacy of dual-use inquiries, these ef-
forts are often duplicative. Because many purchasers of 
dual-use materials send inquiries to several companies in 
the industry rather than to only one, all the companies who 
receive the order are completing similar request reviews 
and searching for the same red-flag warnings as their com-
petitors, leading to sectorwide inefficiencies. Much like the 
government agencies who investigate the same bad actors 
without communicating information, dual-use exporters 
waste time and resources replicating each other’s “know 
your customer” efforts. Sharing such information in an 
amicable and blinded way would allow for burden-sharing 
of due-diligence investigations and would streamline re-
views for all participating companies.

Even after the individual exporter’s investigations are 
completed, the intelligence collected during the inquiry 
“background check” is wasted. The request, along with any suspicious or flagged information col-
lected by the company, is often discarded, rather than transferred to the relevant governmental orga-
nization or with other industry actors who may find it useful. Stimson proposes, as others also have 
suggested, that it may be possible for such information to be catalogued and analyzed by industry in 
order to alleviate the risks of regulatory noncompliance and the financial burdens of the necessary 
due diligence involved in ensuring proper export licensing. 

The emergence of big data capabilities holds particular promise in overcoming the challenge of cre-
ating an industrywide information-sharing mechanism. It is now possible for companies producing 
dual-use technology to design, implement, and maintain a new technology platform capable of re-
ceiving suspect inquiries from a wide spectrum of private internal compliance programs and non-
governmental actors. The collected data would be aggregated into a database that could be accessed 
by participating companies to help mitigate the risk of proliferation and to promote efficiencies in the 
export control process. Over time, and with a multitude of companies contributing information on 
suspect inquiries, this database would become richer with insights that would not only alleviate the 
expensive burden of due-diligence practices, but could help draw regulators into a partnership with 
industry with the goal of jointly disrupting illicit proliferation networks with the newly enhanced 
intelligence tapestry.

Equipping private industry with enhanced data analytics and other tools to tap into potentially illicit 
procurement networks will have the dual benefit of promoting business efficiencies while enhancing 
security through better identification of suspect actors and activities. Stimson proposes the creation 
of a “Black Box” or a wiki due diligence directory in order to allow companies selling dual-use prod-
ucts to become instrumental partners in identifying and disabling global proliferation networks. The 
risk-management analytical tool would take the form of a catalog or directory capable of holding and 
displaying relevant export information to private industry regarding suspect inquiries for proliferation-
relevant goods and technologies. 
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The format of the data collected, whether text, numerical values, ranking metrics, or something 
else, would be at the purview of the participating companies. Information from the directory 
would be accessible to member or subscriber firms, and the storage of relevant information would 
likely require either physical servers or cloud-based storage. Necessary security measures such as 
encryption, secure login, and data-storage security would also be determined by the industry and 
technology partners. 

Proper control of a data directory requires effective management in a clearly defined structure. 
Processes should be established to determine access controls for relevant sensitive information, 
and ownership of material must be specified. In addition, the organization governing the directory 
must have an established liability agreement in order to protect itself and participant companies 
from litigation. 

The subject matter of the Black Box should ref lect a variety of nonproliferation risks and realities. 
The macro-level design of the wiki should be tailored to the specific format of most companies’ 
general due-diligence measures, and red f lag warnings from BIS should be incorporated in order 
to accurately ref lect the suspicions raised during the inquiry review. Of course, micro-level risk 
assessments should also be incorporated. 

Although the initial research indicates that data will be only shared between one group of companies, 
companies from across the value chain of the industry may participate, and the data tool must be able to 
absorb, categorize, and interpret different kinds of information that could be acquired throughout the 
“know your customer” investigations of participant companies. Data should therefore be refined into a 
uniform output format for maximum impact across the supply chain. 

Benefits to Industry
Perhaps the most obvious benefit to sharing information on suspect actors in dual-use technology ac-
quisition is the potential for disrupting global proliferation networks. Companies would be able to not 
only depend on their own internal due-diligence programs, but also use the data tool to compare their 
findings with the results of other companies’ general due-diligence measures, facilitating a more rapid 
identification of likely proliferators. Potential for intelligence sharing with government using such an 
industry-controlled tool could enhance domestic and international efforts to combat weapons prolif-
eration and ensure a safer, more peaceful world.

Corporations that sell dual-use technology are held responsible by their governments if that technol-
ogy knowingly falls into the hands of bad actors/proliferators. This can and will impact bottom lines, 
reputations, and licensing. These are costly blunders to reverse, and as such, prevention through com-
prehensive due diligence is both required and perfunctory. 

Sharing information with each other and with government would also enable private companies to 
save substantial time, and therefore money, in their own due-diligence efforts. The opportunity to le-
verage information that both government and industry independently receive to maximize profit and 
security is currently underutilized. While the time and money required for proper due diligence is well 
spent, information-sharing platforms would allow individual corporations to pool their knowledge 
bases. These would likely lead to reduced costs for companies and much faster and more efficient ways 
to conduct searches for possible bad actors. 

In addition to cutting costs and the likelihood of proliferation, the government could grant additional in-
centives to companies that are willing to share information. This could take many forms, including labeling 
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these companies as trusted traders, which could ease licensing restrictions or provide green lanes for imports 
and exports, making it easier to do business overseas. Companies could additionally be seen as responsible 
global citizens, which could provide rhetorical market advantage among socially responsible clientele. 

Benefits to Government
From the perspective of the government, the information acquired from the Black Box could have sig-
nificant national security implications at what amounts to very little cost for government regulators and 
those in the intelligence community. Labeling a company as a trusted trader, as well as streamlining 
the process for licensing, is a low-cost, high-yield strategy. At first, this may only be implemented on a 
company-by-company basis, but over time it could grow into an industry standard. 

Challenges 
Some challenges to the implementation of this process are obvious, while others are legally, financially, 
and technically nuanced. The first is the structure or management of this process. Who would be in 
charge? A third-party information aggregator must have as little interference in the process as pos-
sible. Nor should it have an immediate political or financial stake. An unbiased third party – such as 
an industry association – would thus be ideal, supplemented by extensive protocols regarding how, 
with whom, and what levels of participants (in either private industry or government) have access to 
the service.44 This third-party aggregator could monetize the Black Box through a subscription-based 
service that would allow industry to share and access the database for a fee – capitalizing the service 
while reducing due-diligence costs on the part of the client.

Another challenge arises from the standard of care or accuracy, which, if proven false, would cause 
a myriad of problems both for industry and government. A mechanism for quality control is thus 
required, as information dumps would take a great deal of time and resources to sift through. Service 
operators must also be wary of misinformation, which could lead to dead-end investigations and hurt 
both these industries and potential clients, and waste valuable government resources.45

Profiling potential clients may also give rise to both false positives and negatives, through which 
the service may blacklist legitimate buyers or, more alarmingly, sell products to illicit buyers de-
spite an extensive vetting process. Varying strengths among companies’ vetting processes is also 
concerning. Even in a highly regulated industry, there could still be a great deal of f luctuation 
regarding research performed on potential clients and adherence to industry standards. 

In summary, such a market-based information collection mechanism would not be a panacea for 
addressing the threats posed by would-be proliferators; however, operating in conjunction with the 
existing export control regime, such a system could, over time, help to better streamline limited 
government investigatory resources by identifying and regularly auditing those companies who 
are willing to adopt a more rigorous export standard and information-sharing practice. Supported 
by market value, such a plan could yield significant new public-private cooperation in the field of 
nonproliferation.

Conclusion
Threats to global peace and prosperity are more diverse and confounding now than at any other time in 
human history. The nature of threats that are interconnected and no longer respect traditional boundar-
ies not only present immediate risks, they erode the tenets of the social contract, threatening prospects 
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for a peaceful and prosperous future. No public authorities or private entities operating in isolation can 
hope to bend the curve of history away from the transnational conflict and violence, deficient gover-
nance, religious and ethnic hostility, criminality, poverty, environmental degradation, resource deple-
tion, and proliferation of technology that consort to threaten modern society. Meeting these transna-
tional threats necessitates both a global reassessment of common objectives, and the implementation of 
pragmatic instruments of national policy and private-sector partnerships. 

The security community has been delinquent in modernizing our nonproliferation efforts to keep pace 
with 21st-century commerce. The products generated by this “Accelerator” would not, of course, be a 
panacea for the proliferation threat. Stringent regulations by governments for the private sector will 
remain a critical element of a global prevention strategy. Yet, we find that we have systematically under-
exploited the use of positive market-based incentives to modify industry behavior. 
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From the standpoint of security, globalization has made the world a far less safe and 
predicable place. Yet the forces that have driven the darker side of globalization have also 
yielded heretofore unimagined technological, economic, and development opportunities to 
citizens in virtually every corner of the globe. It has also opened up new avenues to better 
integrate private industry as a force for global good. 

Governments around the world have long struggled with the spread of weapons of mass 
destruction and the proliferation of related technologies. This report takes a bold approach 
to better aligning governments’ interest in ensuring nonproliferation with industry’s 
imperative to build market value. By better defining “shared value,” complementary and 
sustainable new approaches to proliferation prevention can and have been engendered. 
Three discrete case studies are presented. Each is eminently scalable and replicable at a 
global scale and has been demonstrated to be effective in the private marketplace. Each has 
the potential to help reshape government-industry relations for the betterment of global 
peace and prosperity.


